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Book Outline
Part I. Databases and Database Design

1) Fundamental concepts of database management

2) Architecture and categorization of DBMSs

3) Conceptual data modeling using the (E)ER model and UML class diagram

4) Organizational aspects of data management

Part II. Types of Database Systems:

5) Legacy databases

6) Relational databases: the relational model

7) Relational databases: structured query language (SQL)

8) Object oriented databases and object persistence

9) Extended relational databases

10) XML databases

11) NoSQL databases 3



Book Outline (contd.)

Part III. Physical Data Storage, Transaction Management, and Database 
Access

12) Physical file organization and indexing

13) Physical database organization

14) Basics of transaction management

15) Accessing databases and database APIs

16) Data distribution and distributed transaction management

Part IV. Data Warehousing, Data Governance and (Big) Data Analytics

17) Data warehousing and business intelligence

18) Data integration, data quality and data governance

19) Big data

20) Analytics
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Book Outline

Appendices

Appendix A. Cases and questions

Appendix B. Using the online environment

Appendix C. Answer key to review questions

Glossary
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Target Audience
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Newcomers Experienced

users

Database

users

Managers Professor

(Undergraduate

Course)

Professor

(Postgraduate

course)

Information

architect

Database

Designer

Database

Administrator

Data

Scientists

Chapter 1 X X X X X X X

Chapter 2 X X X X X X X

Chapter 3 X X X X X X X

Chapter 4 X X X X X X X

Chapter 5 X X X

Chapter 6 X X X X

Chapter 7 X X X X

Chapter 8 X X X X

Chapter 9 X X X X

Chapter 10 X X X

Chapter 11 X X X X X

Chapter 12 X X X

Chapter 13 X X X

Chapter 14 X X

Chapter 15 X X

Chapter 16 X X X

Chapter 17 X X X X X

Chapter 18 X X X X X

Chapter 19 X X X X X

Chapter 20 X X X X



Example Courses

• Principles of Database Management

• Database Modeling

• Database Design

• Advanced Database Management

• Data Management

• Data Science
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Book in Numbers

• ISBN: 9781107186125

• 3 years of work based on 15+ years of database teaching 
and research

• 816 pages

• 256 multiple choice questions (and solutions!)

• 150 open questions (and solutions!)

• 20 YouTube lectures (> 20 hours)

• 20 PowerPoint decks (1,400 slides)

• Endorsed by > 20 professors across the globe
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Book Selling Points

• Extensive coverage of trending topics: data warehousing, 
business intelligence, data integration, data quality, data 
governance, Big Data, and analytics

• Careful balance between theory and practice

• Hundreds of examples to illustrate and clarify concepts 
discussed

• Case studies, review questions, problems, and exercises in 
every chapter

• Can be used in traditional and flipped classroom format

• Cross-chapter Sober Scenario
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Cross-Chapter Sober Scenario
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Instructor Support

• Slides

• YouTube videos

• Multiple Choice Quiz Tool

• On-line environment

• Solutions manual
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PowerPoint Slides
• 20 PowerPoint slide decks (one per chapter)

• 1,400 slides in total

• available in English, Mandarin and Spanish

• Slides available in ppt format (not pdf!)

– Easily adjustable to course focus
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Lecture Videos

• See YouTube Book Playlist

• More than 20 hours of free videos

• Currently more than 20,000 views

• Available in (customizable!) MP4 format from book website

• Can be used in flipped classroom format
– Watch lectures upfront

– Exercises in class
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Lecture Videos
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On-Line Environment

• Playground includes:

– MySQL for SQL querying (chapter 7)

– MongoDB (chapter 11)

– Neo4j Cypher (chapter 11)

– Tree structure visualization (chapter 12)

• Playground can be locally installed as a Dockerfile

– Available at GitHub

• Installing the playground, see YouTube

• Working with the playground, see YouTube
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On-Line Environment: SQL
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On-Line Environment: NoSQL
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Multiple Choice Quiz Tool
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Multiple Choice Quiz Tool
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Solutions Manual

• Solutions to all multiple choice and open 
questions

• Can be used for assignments, coursework and 
exam questions

• 180 pages

• Additional exercises and solutions will be made 
available on www.pdbmbook.com
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Example Endorsements

• “This accessible, authoritative book introduces the reader the most important fundamental 
concepts of data management, while providing a practical view of recent advances. Both are essential 
for data professionals today.” – Foster Provost, Professor of Data Science & Information Systems, New 
York University, Stern School of Business

• “This guide to big and small data management addresses both fundamental principles and practical 
deployment. It reviews a range of databases and their relevance for analytics. The book is useful to 
practitioners because it contains many case studies, links to open-source software, and a very 
useful abstraction of analytics that will help them better choose solutions. It is important to 
academics because it promotes database principles which are key to successful and sustainable data 
science.” – Sihem Amer-Yahia, Laboratoire d’Informatique de Grenoble; Editor-in-Chief, The VLDB 
journal (International Journal on Very Large DataBases)

• “As we are entering a new technological era of intelligent machines powered by data-driven 
algorithms, understanding fundamental concepts of data management and their most current 
practical applications has become more important than ever. This book is a timely guide for anyone 
interested in getting up to speed with the state of the art in database systems, big data 
technologies, and data science. It is full of insightful examples and case studies with direct industrial 
relevance.” – Nesime Tatbul, Intel Labs and MIT
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Example Endorsements
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• “It is a pleasure to study this new book on database systems. The book offers a fantastically fresh 
approach to database teaching. The mix of theoretical and practical contents is almost perfect, the 
content is up-to-date and covers the recent ones, the examples are nice, and the database testbed 
provides an excellent way of understanding the concepts. Coupled with the authors ‘expertise, this 
book is an important addition to the database field.” – Arnab Bhattacharya, Indian Institute of 
Technology, Kanpur

• “Data science success stories and big data applications are only possible because of advances in 
database technology. This book provides both a broad and deep introduction to databases. It covers 
the different types of database systems (from relational to noSQL) and manages to bridge the gap 
between data modeling and the underlying basic principles. The book is highly recommended for 
anyone that wants to understand how modern information systems deal with ever-growing volumes 
of data.” – Wil van der Aalst, RWTH Aachen University



Media Coverage
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More Information?

www.pdbmbook.com
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